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Volume: 225 Questions 

 

 

Question No : 1 

Which three are the correct definitions of the objects in the Oracle Applications database?(Choose three.) 

 

A. Hybrid objects contain materialized view objects, and store and process data. 

 

B. Code objects contain index, PL/SQL package, and Java-stored procedure objects. 

 

C. Data objects contain table, index, and sequence and index-organized table objects. 

 

D. Hybrid objects contain PL/SQL package and Java-stored procedure, and process dataobjects.  

 

E. Code objects contain trigger, PL/SQL package, Java-stored procedure, synonym, and view objects.  

 

Answer: A,C,E  

 

 

Question No : 2  

You have successfully completed preclone on the application tier node.  

Which application tier file system needs to be copied from the source applications node to the target node 

for completing postclone successfully on the target node?  

1 .<APPL_TOP>  

2 .<INST_TOP>  

3.<AS Tools ORACLE_HOME>  

4.<AS Web IAS_ORACLE_HOME>  

5. oraInventory  

 

A. 1, 3, 4  

 

B. 1, 3, 5  

 

C. 2, 3, 4  

 

D. 1, 2 ,4  

 

E. 1, 2, 3  

 

F. 2, 3, 5  

 

Answer: A  
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Question No : 3 

As the Applications DBA, you are tasked to apply a patch and use the adpatch utility in the command line. 

Only the database driver should be applied. Choose the correct adpatch command-line syntax. 

 

A. adpatch options=applydatabaseportion 

 

B. adpatch option=nocopyportion, nogenerateportion 

 

C. adpatch OPTIONS=NOCOPYPORTION,NOGENERATEPORTION 

 

D. adpatch options=nocopyportion,nogenerateportion  

 

E. adpatch option=nodatabaseportion,nocopyportion,nogenerateportion  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 4  

What is contained in the FND_APPLICATION_TL table found in the Oracle Applications R12 database?  

 

A. table list of all Oracle Application Object Library (AOL) objects  

 

B. transaction-load statistics of Application Object Library usage  

 

C. trigger logic for all Application Object Library (AOL)-related tables  

 

D. language-translated information about all applications registered with Application Object Library  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 5  

The Oracle Applications Release 12 processes on the application tier are started successfully. The 

Applications database administrator (DBA) must apply a patch while the users are still using Oracle 

Applications.  

According to the instructions from readme.txt of the patch to be applied, only the concurrent manager 

process must be shut down before applying the patch. After the patch is applied successfully, one should 

start the concurrent manager processes.  

The Applications DBA performs these steps to apply the patch on the application tier:  

Step 1: Logs in to the application tier as "applmgr"  

Step 2: Changes to the $INST_TOP/admin/scripts directory  

Step 3: Executes the adstpall.sh script  

Step 4: Applies the patch  
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Step 5: Checks the log file of the patch for any errors  

Step 6: Runs the $INST_TOP/admin/scripts/adstrtal.sh script  

What do you conclude?  

 

A. There are no mistakes in the steps.  

 

B. In the sixth step, the location of the script is wrong.  

 

C. In the third step, the adstpall.sh script should not be used.  

 

D. In the first step, the user should be oracle instead of applmgr.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 6  

What is the default value of <CONTEXT_NAME>?  

 

A. APPS_<SID>  

 

B. APPS_<HOSTNAME>  

 

C. <HOSTNAME>_<SID>  

 

D. <SID>_<HOSTNAME>  

 

E. APPS<SID>_<HOSTNAME>  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 7  

Before you apply a patch, you read the readme.txt file.  

One of the areas of Oracle Applications to which the patch will be applied is JAVA_TOP.  

The readme file mentions that you may need to generate product JAR files in the AD Administration 

utilities after the patch is applied.  

When generating product JAR files, the AD Administration utility will prompt you with the question: Do you 

want to force the generation of all JAR files?  

What are the three occasions when you need to force the generation of all JAR files? (Choose three.)  

 

A. after changing your digital signature  

 

B. after updating to a new Java version  
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C. if you find you have missing or out-of-date JAR files  

 

D. if you are upgrading the Oracle Developer technology stack  

 

Answer: A,B,D  

 

 

Question No : 8  

John and Peter are working for the same project and handling the same environment called TEST. John 

receives a request to apply a big patch on the TEST environment. He stops all services and starts 

applying this patch. At the time when d-portion of the patch is going on, Peter gets a request to recompile 

all forms of the GL schema. Peter is not aware that John is applying the patch, so he starts adadmin in the 

other session. What will happen in this case?  

 

A. As soon as Peter executes adadmin, the adpatch session gets killed.  

 

B. As soon as Peter executes adadmin, both adpatch and adadmin sessions get killed.  

 

C. As soon as Peter executes adadmin, he gets the error You must be in Maintenance Mode to run 

adadmin.  

 

D. As soon as Peter executes adadmin, he gets the error "You dont have permissions to execute adadmin 

as adpatch is running."  

 

E. As soon as Peter executes adadmin and passes all relevant parameters required by adadmin to 

generate all GL forms, adpatch will run as it was running and adadmin will indicate that "the 

FND_INSTALL_PROCESSES table created by AutoPatch already exists."  

 

Answer: E  

 

 

Question No : 9  

In Oracle Applications Release 12, you want to set up your X Display. After changing the value of the 

DISPLAY variable in the Context files of the database and application tiers, which adautocfg.sh files do 

you execute for these changes to take effect? (Choose two.)  

 

A. <INST_TOP>/admin/scripts/adautocfg.sh  

 

B. <APPL_TOP>/admin/scripts/adautocfg.sh  

 

C. <COMMON_TOP>/admin/scripts/adautocfg.sh  

 

D. <RDBMS ORACLE_HOME>/admin/scripts/<CONTEXT_NAME>/adautocfg.sh  
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E. <iAS ORACLE_HOME>/appsutil/scripts/<CONTEXT_NAME>/adautocfg.sh  

 

F. <RDBMS ORACLE_HOME>/appsutil/scripts/<CONTEXT_NAME>/adautocfg.sh  

 

Answer: A,F  

 

 

Question No : 10  

Identify the elements of a patch. (Choose all that apply.)  

 

A. unified driver  

 

B. readme files  

 

C. generic driver  

 

D. patch history files  

 

E. patch metadata files  

 

Answer: A,B,E  

 

 

Question No : 11  

Identify which three statements are true about restart files. (Choose three.)  

 

A. Each worker has a restart file called adworkxxx.rf9.  

 

B. All workers have one restart file called adwork.rf9.  

 

C. By default, AD utilities delete their restart files when processing completes, but leave no backup 

versions.  

 

D. The worker creates the restart file when the manager assigns it a job and deletes the restart file when it 

finishes the job.  

 

E. By default, AD utilities delete their restart files when processing completes, but leave backup versions 

with the .bak, .bk2, or .bk3 extensions.  

 

F. Restart files are stored in $APPL_TOP/admin/<CONTEXT_NAME>/restart or 

in %APPL_TOP%\admin\<CONTEXT_NAME> \restart on Windows.  

 

Answer: A,D,E  
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Question No : 12 

In Oracle Applications Release 12, what are the components used in Oracle Application Framework? 

(Choose three.)  

 

A. Web Listener  

 

B. Servlet Engine  

 

C. Metadata UI Definition  

 

D. Business Components for Java (BC4J)  

 

E. Application Object Library Java (AOL/J)  

 

Answer: C,D,E  

 

 

Question No : 13  

When do you run AutoConfig? (Choose three.)  

 

A. after the JAR files are generated  

 

B. when any ADX product patch is applied  

 

C. when you add data in Oracle Applications Manager (OAM) support cart  

 

D. when you have made updates to a Context file (via Oracle Applications Manager)  

 

E. when an Oracle MetaLink note instructs you to run Autoconfig as part of an upgrade, migration, cloning, 

and/or configuration process  

 

Answer: B,D,E  

 

 

Question No : 14  

Identify the environmental variable that defines to which ORACLE schema the System Administration 

responsibility connects.  

 

A. GWYID  

 

B. DBNAM  

 

C. FNDNAM  
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D. FNDCPASS  

 

E. APPLFENV  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 15 

What is true about editing and saving the <CONTEXT_NAME>.xml file by using the Oracle Applications 

Manager (OAM) Web page?  

 

A. The Context file is edited and saved only to the file system. AutoConfig picks up the changes whenever 

it runs next after the update.  

 

B. AutoConfig automatically starts and picks up the changes and propagates them when the Context file 

is saved on the OAM Web page.  

 

C. After changes made to the Context file are saved on the OAM Web page, you must log out and log in 

again to OAM to apply and propagate the changes.  

 

D. When you make changes to the Context file on the OAM Web page and save the file, the changes are 

stored in the OAM database and the Context file is updated.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 16  

What are the three benefits of the Oracle Applications Tablespace Model? (Choose three.)  

 

A. takes advantage of manual segment management  

 

B. simplifies maintenance and recovery by using fewer tablespaces  

 

C. uses locally managed tablespaces, and enables more control over unused space  

 

D. decreases block-packing compared to the older model, increasing the overall number of buffer gets  

 

E. makes best use of the restricted number of raw devices available in Real Application Clusters (RAC) 

and other environments  

 

Answer: B,C,E  
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Question No : 17  

You installed Oracle Applications Release 12 as a multi-node system where every node has a separate 

APPL_TOP.  

Consider the following configuration: 

Node 1 hosts Forms server and Web server. 

Node 2 hosts batch processing services and database server. 

As per the above configuration, which values will you find in the Applications Context file ofNode 1? 

(Choose all that apply.) 

 

A. s_isAdWeb = Yes 

 

B. s_isAdConc = Yes 

 

C. s_isAdAdmin = No  

 

D. s_isAdForms = Yes  

 

E. s_isAdAdmin = Yes  

 

Answer: A,C,D  

 

 

Question No : 18  

You decide to bring up the database manually while cloning Oracle E-Business Suite R12. Identify the 

options of adcfgclone.pl that you would choose to successfully complete the clone on the database tier.  

 

A. adcfgclone.pl dbTechStack only  

 

B. adcfgclone.pl databaseTechStack only  

 

C. adcfgclone.pl database and adcfgclone.pl dbconfig <Target CONTEXT_NAME>.xml  

 

D. adcfgclone.pl dbTechStack and adcfgclone.pl dbconfig <Target CONTEXT_NAME>.xml  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 19  

The adovars.env file specifies the location of different types of files, by using various environment 

variables. Identify three parameters that are part of this environment file. (Choose three.)  

 

A. FND_TOP  
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B. OAH_TOP  

 

C. JRE_TOP  

 

D. JAVA_TOP  

 

E. CLASSPATH 

 

F. OA_JAVA_TOP 

 

G. SH_LIBRARY_PATH 

 

Answer: B,D,E 

 

 

Question No : 20  

R12 Rapid Install sets the APPL_TOP directory value to _____. 

 

A. <base directory>/<SID>APPL  

 

B. <base directory>/APPL<SID>  

 

C. <base directory>/<db_name>APPL  

 

D. <base directory>/apps/apps_st/appl  

 

E. <base directory>/<context_name>APPL  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 21  

What are the four benefits of using shared APPL_TOP? (Choose four.)  

 

A. Disk space requirements are greatly reduced.  

 

B. Administrative tasks need to be carried out only once, on any node.  

 

C. There is an increased performance for larger workloads and growing user population.  

 

D. All active instances can concurrently execute transactions against a shared database.  

 

E. It provides extensible system architecture; machines can be easily added to an existing system.  
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F. By enabling the use of distributed AD, it improves the efficiency of patch application, thereby reducing 

the down time.  

 

Answer: A,B,E,F  

 

 

Question No : 22  

Which three statements are true? (Choose three.)  

 

A. adcfgclone.pl must successfully finish on the database tier first.  

 

B. adcfgclone.pl must successfully finish on the application tier first.  

 

C. The apps password is required to run adcfgclone.pl on the application tier. 

 

D. The port pool information is required for running adcfgclone.pl on the database tier. 

 

E. The system database user password is required to run adcfgclone.pl on the applicationtier. 

 

F. adcfgclone.pl can be run in any sequence. It can be run on the database tier first or onthe application 

tier first. 

 

Answer: A,C,D 

 

 

Question No : 23  

Which command needs to be run to add a new node to an existing system?  

 

A. perl adautocfg.pl  

 

B. perl adaddnode.pl  

 

C. perl adcfgclone.pl addnode  

 

D. perl adcfgclone.pl appsTier  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 24  

What are the prerequisites (minimum version) at the operating system level before cloning an 

environment in Oracle Applications Release 12?  
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